Suspicious Person

Common Name/Address: 911 W WALKER ST, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a suspicious female standing on a front lawn. OPD contacted Angella Sylvan, 46, who was counselled on trespassing.
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Common Name/Address: MILL STREET SCHOOL / 835 SECOND ST, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to the report of an illegally parked car. OPD checked the area and did not locate the vehicle.

Civil Problem (Not to Include Stand-By)

Common Name/Address: 800blk NEWPORT AVE, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD was dispatched to a report of threats. Officers contacted Nycole Nelson, 20, of Orland. Nelson reported that three females were calling her names and taking photos/videos of her. The females were counseled on their behavior and Nelson was provided with information on how to obtain a restraining order.

Mentally Disabled/Danger Self/Public

Common Name/Address: ORLAND HIGH SCHOOL / 101 SHASTA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a suicidal subject. Officers contacted and evaluated a 15 y/o male who was taken to mental health.

Suspicious Circumstances

Common Name/Address: 429 SECOND ST, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to a report of suspicious circumstances possibly involving narcotics. The area was checked and the information was documented.

Suspicious Person

Common Name/Address: BLACK BUTTE MOBILE HOME PARK / 6386 CO RD 200, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD was dispatched to check the welfare of a female who stated she was looking for her children. Officers contacted Angella Sylvan, 46. Sylvan was evaluated however did not meet the criteria for a 5150 W&I detention. Sylvan was offered services and transportation but declined.

Suspicious Person

Common Name/Address: 200 BLOCK COLUSA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a suspicious person who appeared intoxicated. Officers contacted Maximillian Lusher, 21, of Orland. Following an evaluation and investigation, Lusher was arrested and booked for possession of a controlled substance and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Missing Person (Not 601 W&I)  
Common Name/Address: 300blk STANTON WY, ORLAND, 95963  
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a run-away juvenile. Officers contacted Stacy Taylor, 40, of Orland who advised that her 15 y/o son had run away. A short time later she called back and advised that her son had returned home and she did not require any further assistance.

Intox. In Public  
Common Name/Address: 319 SHASTA ST, ORLAND, CA 95963  
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of a man causing a disturbance. Officers contacted Jose Martinez, 45, of Orland. Martinez was arrested and booked for a Glenn County warrant and public intoxication.

Suspicious Person  
Common Name/Address: MOES MARKET / 234 SIXTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963  
Public Information: OPD received a report of a subject carrying a handgun near a business.Officers were responding from out of the area due to other calls. GCSO Deputies responded to assist, contacted Roderick DeLeon, 54, of Red Bluff and determined the item he had had been carrying was a flashlight. No further action was taken.

Disturbance - Verbal only  
Common Name/Address: PILOT TRAVEL CENTER / 4444 COMMERCE LN, ORLAND, CA 95963  
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a disturbance. Officers contacted Jaime Mendoza, 60, and Ramiro Hernandez, 49, of Oregon who advised they were co-drivers and were having disagreements. Hernandez and Mendoza advised they would resolve the issue once they returned to Oregon.

Suspicious Vehicle  
Common Name/Address: NEWPORT AVE at CORTINA DR, ORLAND, CA 95963  
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of someone being followed by a suspicious vehicle. Officers contacted Samantha Leahy, 20, of Orland who said she was followed by a gold colored sedan on her way home. Extra patrol was requested.

Expired Registration  
Common Name/Address: 500 BLOCK WOODWARD AV, ORLAND, CA 95963  
Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a suspicious vehicle. Officers located an unoccupied white 1992 Cadillac Deville. A parking citation was issued for expired registration.